Grammar taught in context

An example of the grammar concept is first met within the context of the story or non-fiction text in the Anthology.

This is followed by an explanation and explicit teaching of the grammatical terms through teacher-led activities on the CD-ROM. The CD-ROM also includes a bank full of grammar explanations for the teacher’s own reference.

Children then complete grammar activities in the Pupils’ Book.

The grammar point is included when teacher models writing process. This allows the children to see it included in writing. The children will go on to include the grammar point in their main writing task.

Each grammar point is revisited to promote deeper understanding through practice in the Homework Books.

Grammar tests for each year allow teachers to assess children’s grammar knowledge.

For more information about Read Write Inc. Literacy and Language book a visit from your friendly local specialist. They will give you a full demonstration of the resources and tell you more about the programme. Call us on 01536 452 610 to book an appointment.